
Keeping Healthcare and Remote 

Workers Connected During COVID-19

The impact of COVID-19 resulted in a rapid transformation of NHS’ 

workplace as 95% of its staff transitioned from the office to working 

remotely almost overnight. The NHS needed to allow primary care 

workers to access patient data on their own devices without the 

need for expensive VPN connections or buying new hardware. 

To meet these needs, NHS worked with Login Consultants, 

an Orange Business company to develop a solution based on 

a VMware virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI). This approach 

satisfied NHS’ stringent security requirements and allowed medical 

practitioners to work from home.

Since time was of the essence, Orange employed Login Enterprise 

to validate a prototype that supported line-of-business applications, 

putting a secure workspace in the cloud. Orange worked closely 

with VMware and Login VSI to make the VDI solution, and the 

network work together effectively.

Founded in 1948, the National Health Service (NHS) is the public health arm of England, Scotland, and Wales and 

provides medical care to more than 60 million UK residents. The NHS employs 1.6 million people and is the largest 

and oldest single-payer healthcare system in the world.

CASE STUDY

At a Glance

• Industry

Healthcare Provider

• Location

Europe

• Challenge

Rapidly deliver virtual desktops to general 

practitioners (GPs) and primary care workers.

• Impact

 - Improved login response times.

 - Automated application validation in the new 

environment.

 - Guaranteed performance levels after rapid 

changes.

 - Continued monitoring to trap production 

issues.

Enabling a large-scale shift to remote 

work in response to COVID-19

https://www.loginvsi.com/?utm_campaign=Case%20Study%20-%20NHS%E2%80%99s%20Fully%20Functional%20Remote%20Workspace&utm_source=content_syndication&utm_medium=case_study


Adding an Extra Level of Protection

VMware’s Dynamic Environment Manager (DEM) was used to 

roam personal application settings for end-users. When DEM 

manages folders that contain many cache and temporary files, 

this can slow login times or create long start times for specific 

applications. With Login Enterprise’s help, the team proactively 

monitored whether the application settings repositories were 

growing and caught subsequent application login issues 

before impacting end-users.

Optimizing Performance

After running a pilot in several hospital environments to fine-

tune performance, the VDI solution was rolled out to GPs and 

primary care workers, enabling them to consult from homes on 

their home PCs and securely access patients’ records.

In short order, a functional workspace was delivered and 

onboarded to the first 1,000 users. Change requests continued 

to come in through user feedback, and different challenges 

presented themselves after moving to production. In this final 

phase, user experience is essential.

Throughout both phases, Orange and NHS utilized Login 

Enterprise to continuously monitor performance. With every 

change, the team was empowered to immediately determine 

whether performance and user experience were positively 

or negatively impacted. The ability to understand the impact 

played an important factor in maintaining critical timelines.

Scaling Across the Organization

With a project of this size, maintaining quality and speed 

in compressed timelines is a delicate balancing act. Login 

Enterprise augmented Orange’s DevOps approach to 

increase NHS’ agility and created the necessary feedback 

loops to keep the project on course while delivering superior 

performance.
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Delivering a Prototype in 14 Days

“We were looking at what was going on in Italy—and 

considering how the health service there was overwhelmed, 

and I could see the numbers rising in the UK, and I realized that 

we were going to have to come up with some new innovative 

solutions to enable patient care to continue to take place in the 

UK,” said Ian Wakeford, Head of Informatics.

Within two weeks, Orange developed a virtual desktop 

prototype with NHS line-of-business applications on VMware 

Horizon Cloud. Having performed similar migrations for 

multiple large customers before, the Orange team used a 

DevOps approach as it allowed for fast learning and easy 

adoption of business requirements.

Improving Login Times

The scalable VDI solution was built in an IBM cloud, and Orange 

created a secure connection. GPs and primary care workers 

log onto the virtual desktop using an Internet connection and 

their own devices. Their identities are linked to a multi-factor 

authentication application on their mobile phones to certify 

that they are authorized users. When delivering a workspace 

from the cloud, identity management solutions can immensely 

impact the user experience.

Login Enterprise’s monitoring capabilities helped verify that 

users could log in and identify any issues during the process. 

This allowed the Orange and NHS teams to troubleshoot 

performance issues and optimize the experience to minimize 

disruption when delivering patient care.

Validating Application Compatibility

Orange also had to ensure that legacy NHS applications would 

work on the new virtual desktop, many of which were designed 

to work on traditional desktops. Every application must be 

packaged, validated, and optimized for a virtual desktop.

Using Login Enterprise’s synthetic users and application 

workloads, the team automated and scaled application 

validation checks based on the typical activities of real users. 

The process helped answer critical questions, such as does it 

work, how long it takes to accomplish critical tasks, and is the 

response time acceptable.

It made a huge difference that Login Enterprise 

was there from the beginning. At every stage, 

we showed there was an improvement in 

response times, login times, and application 

performance. Sometimes you over-tune or 

misconfigure something, and Login Enterprise 

shows you lost performance and have to 

intervene—well before your users complain.

Dennis Sigmund, EUC/IT Architect
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